Cloud In A Jar (source: coolscienceexperimentshq.com)
Make your own clouds! Inside a jar!

Supplies Needed:
- instructions from website
- glass jar with a lid
- 1 cup boiling water
- blue food coloring (optional)
- aerosol hairspray
- 3 to 5 ice cubes

Join us on our Facebook page for instructions!

Construct A Cloud
What kinds of clouds have you seen in different weather conditions? Study the different types using our linked resource and then create a version of your favorites!

Supplies Needed:
- cloud identification link from website
- gray (light and dark), blue, and white construction paper
- markers
- cotton balls
- glue stick

Join us on our Facebook page for instructions!

My Head In the Clouds
On a partly or mostly cloudy day, take a blanket to a grassy (dry) area to lay down and look up (or just peek out your window if the weather is cold)!

What kinds of clouds are in your world today? What shapes, colors, and types of clouds do you see? Do the clouds looks like anything - how about a flower, a dragon, a bird, or a person? What can you imagine with your head in the clouds?